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With the rapid development of China's stock market and the continuous 
improvement of knowledge in investment, the phenomenon of stocks going up and 
down together, because of some non-rational behavior when investing, has been 
reduced. Sector rotation is a more popular trend in China's stock market. plate 
investment will become the mainstream in stock market. People will consider more 
about plate portfolios investment. Success of the sector rotation investment strategy in 
the developed stock markets caused great concern to the investment community and 
academia. If having a clear grasp of stock plate characteristics when performing stock 
investments, we can improve the stock returns. In this paper we mainly use 
Generalized Moment Method (GMM) to investigate the plate characteristcs of China's 
stock market. 
In this paper, Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) is the theoretical basis for our 
research on the stock plate market. Arbitrage Pricing Theory model bases multi-factor 
model of the formation of yield process, and the assert yields has a linear correlation 
with a goup of factors which is some basic factors representing securities yield. 
Empirical study on the linear factor model, it is very important to determine the 
number of latent factors, which is a prerequisite for analysis of capital pricing. 
We apply a new Generalized Moment Method to estimate the number of latent 
factors. This method can be appropriately used for the data style in our empirical 
study. This Generalized Moment Method is simple and has good finite-sample 
properties from Monte Carlo experiments.  
In final empirical research component we estimate the number of latent factors in 
China's stock market using Generalized Moment Method. Based on Arbitrage Pricing 
Theory multi-factor model, this paper is mainly investigated about the number of 
factors in the China's stock market, which is important for pricing plates. We also use 
the results to measure the region, industry, market effects in Chinese stock market. In 
this paper we research the different classification of plates in the Chinese stock 
market, we can see the number of latent factors for all kinds of plate classification by 
running the results, and then we analyze the results. 
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令人叹为观止；1994 年 8 月行情，稳定和发展股票市场的三大政策救市引发股
市狂飙，浦东概念崛起跑赢大市；1995 年国债期货非理性上涨，市场被关闭，
大盘股光芒四溢；1996 年，垃圾股疯涨，没有涨停限制，庄家操纵明显；1997
年，价值回归，绩优股倍受青睐；1999 年至 2000 年，高科技概念股被热炒，缔
造两大波行情，网络概念股开始流行；2001 年，网络概念和生物工程概念热闹
非凡，可惜好景不长；2004 年，上证 180 指数样本股的成交额超过全部股票成


























































































































第四部分进行蒙特卡罗模拟以检验 GMM 方法的有限样本性质； 












































































票市场的股票划分为 21 个行业、12 个地区。依据中国股票市场从 1995 年 7 月















































CAPM 来衡量风险是不够准确的，本文使用 APT 多因素模型对板块进行定价。中
国已有研究多因素定价模型的文献，如陈信元、张田余和陈冬华（2001）运用经
验研究的方法, 对预期股票收益的决定因素进行了横截面分析在对单因素模型
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